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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, incompetence of marketing systems for agronomy products is an effective 
element which avoids performing the agronomy developing purposes and revenue 
summation of cooperative yokel firms. This paper is going to identify the importance of jaws 
which face the production cooperation by utilizing the anthrop scales. This study was 
performed among 76 managers of cooperative yokel firms in Khuzestan. A hierarchy 
analytical press was used to display the information. The results show that the main jaws 
which face the production cooperation are several which are mentioned in order. The first is 
executive expenses of marketing the agronomy products weigh 0.42. The second is resisting 
the cooperative activities of marketing the agronomy products weigh 0.27, and the third one 
is the executing time of the agronomy products weigh 0.13. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

  Agronomy cooperation has various activities in different fields such as cultivating, gardening, ranching, 

industries related to changing the agronomy products and providing different services (Ozdemir, 2005). Actually 

this section is a kind of organized economical contribution among citizens (Pinto, 2009). Not only have the 

cooperation firms interrupted the match makers’ role, but also they helped the yokels in artificial industry, 

ranching and agronomy significantly (Chambo, 2009). These extensive activities are not possible just by 

forming a cooperative firm. The level and activity methods should help the firms to find their real position 

among other firms in the shape of a popular organization (Sexton, 1990). All blocks and obstacles which 

blockade the cooperative developing should be identified and removed. Their weak points should change in to 

strong points (Ortman and etal 2007). Nowadays, incompetence of marketing systems for agronomy products is 

an effective element which avoids performing the agronomy developing purposes and revenue summation of 

cooperative yokel firms (Najafi, Farajzadeh, 2010). Various studies considered this topic through different 

points of view; for example Azkia (2002), Najafi (2005-2007), Musavi (2009), Khafaiee (2009). The aim of this 

study is to analyze the problems of agronomy yokel firms based on marketing at Khuzestan State by comparing 

the previous studies.   

 

Methodology: 

 In this study, a guideline survey was used regarding to extensive areas and necessity of getting information 

through different ideas and statistic samples. In order to identify the importance of jaws which face the 

production cooperation, a hierarchy analytical press was used (AHP). This research had “Kokaran” sampling in 

production cooperative section and the number of examinees was 76.  

 Data collection was performed according field study and library research. The instrument for collecting data 

through the guideline survey was a questionnaire with five replies such as (good, very good, average, bad, and 

very bad). 76 managers were asked to select one item according to their importance. After that according to 
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anthrop-scaled theory, the weight of any phenomenon was calculated and they were categorized according to 

their weights. Utilized factors of this research are going to be explained in the following chart. 
Table 1: Probable problems of marketing agronomy products in Khuzestan. 

 

Main factors 

 

Tributary factors 

 

 
 

 

Economical 
factors 

- Wrong polices of costing 

- Price undulation based on the nature of products in agronomy 
- no facilitation from banks 

- misusing money 

- no suitable place for storage and consequently high amount of cultch 
- inequality of investments and price increasing 

- not providing necessary furniture because of high price and lack of credit 

Management 
factors 

- lack of knowledge about the internal and external markets and competition 
- lack of long total plans by managers and other members in marketing and time of producing 

 

 

 
Anthrop factors 

- Managers and other members do not have enough education/experience about the marketing and 

management. 

- not using the experimented experts in trades 
- members do not have any job motivation 

- dissension among members 

- managers do not have enough education or experiences about marketing and commercial and incantation 
rules 

 

Performing factors 
 

- Bungle in loading and vacating productions (weakness in distribution and transferring the productions to 

their real users. 
- not having enough stores for sustenance the productions 

- lack of services in packing and grading the productions 

- lack of communion and group work among members 

 

 

Market factors 

Existence of match makers in selling the yokel products  - 

- no market with the fixed aims 

- selling management 
- budget for marketing and controlling 

- market research 

- a plan to increase selling and incantation 
- controlling the distribution networks 

- public relation 

Structural 

factors 

- governments do not contribute to yokel firms 

- there is no orchestration between internal sections as well as external sections 

 

Results: 

 In graph 1, you can see the hierarchy troubles of marketing in cooperative yokel firms. As it is in fallowing 

tables, all items were compared with scales two by two, and the scales were compared with aims two by two as 

well.  

 

 
 

Graph 1: Structure of hierarchy troubles of marketing in cooperative yokel firms and their solutions.  
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 The below table represents the importance of every item comparing with other items and helps to measure 

the weight and importance of all items.  
Table 2: Binary compare of marketing problems in yokel cooperation. 

Efficiency Sustainability Cost Time  

1.31 1.44 1.44  Time 

3.37 2.49   Cost 

3.47    Sustainability 

    Efficiency 

 

 
 

  

Graph 2: the weight of marketing problems in production cooperation 

 

 According to graph 2, the highest weight (importance) was devoted to executive expenses of marketing the 

agronomy products weigh 0.42. Data analysis was done regarding to structure of hierarchy binary compares for 

any solution. 

 
Table 3: Binary compares of possible solution in marketing problems according to “time of execution in marketing field” 

A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1  

3.11 3.01 2.62 2.7 3.24  A1 

1.09 1.12 1.12 1.26   A2 

2.79 2.79 1.96    A3 

2.92 2.92     A4 

2.21      A5 

      A6 

 

Table 4: Binary compares of possible solution in marketing problems according to “expenses of execution in marketing field”  

A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1  

2.14 2.45 2.22 2.19 2.88  A1 

3.07 2.75 1.88 1.21   A2 

3.71 3.84 3.16    A3 

2.09 2.35     A4 

1.64      A5 

      A6 

 

Table 5: Binary compares of possible solution in marketing problems according to resistance of cooperative activities in marketing field  

A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1  

2.44 3.06 2.95 3.47 2.85  A1 

1.2 1.96 1.42 1.91   A2 

(1.09) 1.23 1.04    A3 

2.44 1.98     A4 

2.98      A5 

      A6 

 

Table 6: Binary compares of possible solution in marketing problems according to efficiency and impression 

A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1  

2.05 2.72 2.87 2.39 3.29  A1 

(1.32) (1.32)  (1.17) (1.6)   A2 

1.81 1.75 2.79    A3 

1.13 1.52     A4 
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1.56      A5 

      A6 

 According to results of the above charts, among all solutions, giving convenience to improve the marketing 

activities is the best one and it has premiership. 

 

 
 

Graph 3: The weight (importance) of solution in marketing of production cooperation. 

 

 Regarding to the results of graph 3, the main solution to improve the marketing activities is to give 

convenience weighs 0.34. 

 

Discussion and suggestions: 

 The data of this research was collected by hierarchy analytical process. These results indicated the highest 

weigh (importance) was devoted to “executive expenses in marketing”. Therefore it can be concluded that the 

most important reason of production cooperation failure is the lack of credit and money. The second rank is for 

the “resistance of cooperative activities in marketing field”. These two results prove that all production 

cooperation should emphasize on some activities such as educating managers in marketing, because the 

managers should perform suitable acts. Finally it can be concluded that among all scales such as time, expense, 

resistance, efficiency and impression in marketing, giving convenience and educating the managers have the 

most significant role.  
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